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Competition. Stableford. 
Venue. Each club to host a match day for all clubs in the section.

Team Composition. Three players 

WHS Playing Handicap.  Maximum of 54.   Players with no WHS playing handicap to play off 36 
for boys and 44 for girls.

Play.  Play will be over 18 holes from the forward tees with the necessary stroke adjustments 
made in relation to the course rating with regards to girl/boy players.  Men’s stroke index to be 
used.

Format. Players from each team to be matched - up according to their respective exact playing 
handicap position in the team ( lowest to highest) and play in a group consisting of a player from 
each team

Scoring.  Number of match points won are based on number of stableford points scored.

Three-balls.  Highest stableford points = 3 match Pts:  2nd = 2pts:  3rd =1 pt.

Four-balls     Highest stableford points = 4 Match Pts:  2nd = 3 pts: 3rd = 2pts:  4th = 1pt.

Where stableford points are tied, match points to be apportioned accordingly.

All rules can be adapted to suit on any section match day with the exception of the 
aforementioned playing handicaps which must remain constant. 

 Recording Match Result.  Match and stableford points for each team to be posted to the

 website on an accumulative basis. On completion of the section match days, if a section is tied 
on match points the section winners will be determined by the highest number of accumulated

 stableford points.


Final. The four section winners will qualify for the final to be played at Kingsknowe GC on

 Sunday12th September 2023.  2pm start.

Play will be over 18 holes from the forward tees with the necessary stroke adjustments made in 
relation to the course rating with regards to girl/boy  players.  Men’s stroke index to be used.

Previously stated handicaps will apply.


Note. 
Development League players are also eligible to play for their club in the main league



